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Human Capital Research & Sensing is retiring

Coming January 2022
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Research & Sensing will be standing down effective 12/31/21, and, in its place, Deloitte has developed a new offering – I2A
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What is Insights2Action™ and what do we do?

Think “human capital decision intelligence” 

Reduce uncertainty and improve 
decision quality in service of the 
outcomes critical for your business 
and for your people. 

Stay ahead of disruption with daily, 
forward-looking insights and research-backed 
perspectives on the issues emerging at the 
heart of human capital and industry. 

Cut through noise and distractions with 
evidence-based tools and practical guidance 
to bring meaning, purpose, and clarity to 
your people - and work-related strategies. 

To thrive in an unpredictable world, organizations must continuously sense, evaluate, and act 
on challenges arising at the intersection of the workforce, the workplace and work itself. 

With Insights2Action™, you can…

Data/research-based 
and community 

validated insights and 
content 

Personalized, scalable 
services to help you 

make 
better work, workforce, 

and workplace decisions

Real-time, forward-
looking practices, 

trends and insights

Global, industry-specific 
market intelligence, 

backed by a community 
of thought leaders

Fully accessible, 
dynamic, fit-for-

purpose platform free 
for everyone

Capabilities

Analyze

Sense

Act

Insights2Action™
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Presentation Notes
The Insights2Action platform is designed to help organizations and individuals continuously sense, analyze, and act on challenges arising at the intersection of the workforce, the workplace and work itself. The platform is fully accessible, dynamic, fit-for-purpose platform free and open to everyone The content is Data/research-based and community validated insights and content Global, industry-specific market intelligence, backed by a community of thought leaders  Real time, forward looking practices, trends and insights From the December, Deloitte 2021 Global Human Capital Trends Special Report: These challenges [pandemic, social justice, etc.] have exacerbated an employer workforce information gap that our research identified more than a year ago. Ninety-seven percent of respondents to our 2020 Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends survey stated that they need additional information on some aspect of their workforce. Only 11% of organizations said they were able to produce information on their workforce in real time—a statistic that was staggering even before organizations were forced to make a series of immediate pandemic-driven decisions about their workforce….��To effectively deal with multiple possible futures and unlikely events, organizations need to be able to quickly pivot and set new directions—which depends, in large part, on the ability to access and act on real-time workforce insights….And it means having up-to-date insights always at your fingertips, because in a constantly changing environment, an organization must constantly be setting new directions as well….��As disruption becomes the new normal, organizations are being forced to constantly reassess and reimagine their work, workforce, and workplace strategies. This calls for leaders to fundamentally shift their workforce governance practices by collecting real-time, forward-looking data at the intersection of economic value and social values. But collecting data for its own sake is not the goal. Data-driven insights can enable organizations to constantly challenge the actions they are taking and help determine whether and how they can shift those actions at need. The challenge is to avoid getting caught up in the mechanics of collecting data when the focus should be on using it to inform meaningful action toward new outcomes.��“….the focus should be on using [insights] to inform meaningful action toward new outcomes.” We, Deloitte, know as well as anyone that the intersection of work, workforce, and workplace is in a state of almost constant disruption. No, scratch that. Not “disruption”—that’s now the wrong word. It suggests that there is some steady state to go back to afterwards. There is no such thing as steady state on this question anymore. The intersection of work, workforce, and workplace—which let’s be clear is the day-to-day of BUSINESS itself—is in a state of flux.  The answer: A continuous state of change.��“What is flux?”, Alex.  Flux is a state of continuous change. The change does not end. This is why this intersection of work, workforce, and workplace confounds easy explanation. It is why our traditional approaches to research & eminence so often miss the mark. Our clients don’t just need answers. Our clients don’t want us to sell them insights. They want us to help them to move from insights to meaningful action. They don’t just want us to give them an answer today. They want us to help them:- Find the meaningful patterns in the constantly shifting W-WF-WP SIGNALS in their environments and ecosystems, - Surface the true relationships between these SIGNALS, the MOVES they can make, and the OUTCOMES that matter to them, and- Use INSIGHTS to ultimately inform higher quality decisions on the right questions, for today and tomorrow. 



Frequent Asked Questions  

• Will we have access to the Research & Sensing platform and content after December 31st, 
2021? You will not have the ability to login to the Research & Sensing platform or access 
Research & Sensing content after December 31st, 2021 (unless otherwise stated in your 
contract). However, the data and insights that make up the research from the Research & 
Sensing content is forever part of our “data lake” and we will continue to draw from them (in 
addition to leveraging all new data and insights that we are currently compiling for 
Insights2Action).  
 

• You mentioned that the Insights2Action platform was free. What does this mean exactly? 
That’s right! Insights2Action is a completely free platform. No membership or fee is required to 
access or read the great content that will be available.  
 

• What services are available in the new model? We are offering five core services in a fee-for-
service model. These services include Commissioned Market Research, Advisory Support, 
Speaking Engagements, Guided Experiences and Diagnostic Assessments.  
 

• How do I find out more about the services offered in Insights2Action? To find out more about 
Insights2Action services and prices, please reach out to your organization’s Program Manager.  
 

• Will I need a login to access and read articles found on Insights2Action? A login is not required 
to access or read content on the Insights2Action platform. It is open universe. However, the 
platform will offer special functionality (e.g. curating and recommending content based upon 
your areas of interest and expertise and the ability to save and share articles) that will 
necessitate a user to create login credentials.  
 

• Will our Research & Sensing logins work for the Insights2Action platform? Your Research & 
Sensing logins will not migrate over to the Insights2Action platform.  
 

• What topics will you cover in the new offering? Think of Insights2Action as “Human Capital 
Decision Intelligence.” We will cover more than 34 topics in the new offering - some that you 
have come to know us well for, such as Leadership, Learning and Future of Work. We will also 
offer insights around new topics such as Cloud, Future of Mobility and Smart Cities.  
 

• Will you have industry-specific content on the Insights2Action platform? We will! Industry has 
a significant impact on work, the workforce, and the workplace. We look forward to bringing 
insights forward at the intersection of industry.  
 

• What type of content will be available on the Insights2Action platform? Most of the content 
on the Insights2Action platform will be in format of shorter form articles. The insights, practices 
and trends from these articles will be real-time and forward-looking.  
 



• Where do I find Maturity Models and Frameworks on the Insights2Action platform? Maturity 
Models and Frameworks will not be available on the Insights2Action platform. 
 

• How often will you publish content on the Insights2Action platform? We plan to publish 
anywhere from 3 to 5 insights per day on Insights2Action! There will be a lot of great content to 
check out. 
 

• Will Insights2Action offer Single Sign On (SSO)?  We are not offering SSO at this time. However, 
we may consider the possibility of providing some kind of company-specific SSO option in the 
future to further enable collaborative features. Stay tuned!  
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